A semiconductor system includes a first semiconductor device and a second semiconductor device. The first semiconductor device outputs a command/address signal. The second semiconductor device extracts an active signal, a pre-charge signal, and addresses from the command/address signal, performs an active operation on a memory cell corresponding to the addresses, and performs a refresh operation on the memory cell corresponding to counting signals generated by counting a number of pulses in a refresh signal.
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SUMMARY

[0010] Various embodiments are directed to semiconduc- tor device having an input/output (I/O) line drive circuit and semiconductor systems including the same.

[0011] According to an embodiment, a semiconductor system includes a first semiconductor device and a second semiconductor device. The first semiconductor device is suitable for outputting a command/address signal, a pre-charge signal, and addresses from the command/address signal, suitable for performing an active operation of a memory cell corresponding to the addresses, and suitable for performing a refresh operation of the memory cell corresponding to counting signals which are counted in response to a refresh signal.

[0012] According to another embodiment, an input and output line drive circuit includes an amplification unit, a first coupling unit, and a second coupling unit. The amplification unit is suitable for sensing and amplifying a voltage difference between a bit line and an inversion bit line which are coupled to a memory cell. The first coupling unit is suitable for coupling the bit line to a segment line in response to a column select signal and an enable signal. The second coupling unit is suitable for coupling the inversion bit line to an inversion segment line in response to the column select signal and the enable signal.

[0013] According to yet another embodiment, a semiconductor device includes a first semiconductor device and a second semiconductor device. The first semiconductor device is suitable for outputting a command/address signal and receiving a flag signal. The second semiconductor device is suitable for extracting an active signal, a pre-charge signal, and addresses from the command/address signal, suitable for performing an active operation of a memory cell corresponding to the addresses, suitable for performing a refresh operation of the memory cell corresponding to counting signals which are counted in response to a refresh signal, and suitable for outputting the flag signal which is enabled if the memory cells which are selected in the active operation and the refresh operation are included in the same mat.

[0014] According to yet another embodiment, the first semiconductor device delays an output time point of the command/address signal in response to the flag signal.

[0015] According to yet another embodiment, the refresh signal includes pulses which are periodically generated in accordance with a combination of the command/address signal.

[0016] According to yet another embodiment, the active operation and the refresh operation are operations in which a word line coupled to the memory cell is selected and a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to the memory cell is sensed and amplified.

[0017] According to yet another embodiment, the second semiconductor device includes an input buffer suitable for generating the active signal, the pre-charge signal, and the addresses in accordance with a combination of the command/address signal, a refresh signal generating unit suitable for generating the refresh signal in accordance with a combination of the command/address signal, a refresh control unit suitable for generating the counting signals which are counted in response to the active signal and the refresh signal, and suitable for generating the flag signal which is enabled if a combination of the addresses is the same as a
combination of the counting signals, and a memory portion suitable for performing the active operation of the memory cell which is selected in accordance with a combination of the addresses in response to the active signal and the pre-charge signal, and suitable for performing the refresh operation of the memory cell which is selected in accordance with a combination of the counting signals.

According to yet another embodiment, the refresh control unit includes a counter suitable for generating internal counting signals which are sequentially counted in response to the refresh signal, a signal generating unit suitable for generating a flag signal which is enabled if a combination of the addresses is the same as a combination of the counting signals, a latch control signal, and a select signal in response to the refresh signal and the active signal. A latch unit suitable for latching the internal counting signals in response to the latch control signal, and suitable for outputting the latched internal counting signals as latch counting signals, and a select transmission unit suitable for outputting the internal counting signals or the latch counting signals as counting signals in response to the select signal.

According to yet another embodiment, the signal generating unit includes a control signal generating unit suitable for generating a first control signal which is enabled if a generation time point of the refresh signal is earlier than that of the active signal, and suitable for generating a second control signal which is enabled if a generation time point of the active signal is earlier than that of the refresh signal, a first comparison unit suitable for comparing the addresses to the counting signals to generate the flag signal in response to the first control signal, and a second comparison unit suitable for comparing the addresses to the internal counting signals to generate the latch control signal in response to the second control signal, and suitable for comparing the addresses to the latch counting signals to generate the select signal in response to the second control signal.

According to yet another embodiment, the memory portion decouples a pair of bit lines of the memory cell which is selected in accordance with a combination of the counting signals during the refresh operation, from an I/O line.

According to yet another embodiment, the memory portion includes a switching signal generating unit suitable for generating first and second switching signals and first and second column select signals which are selectively enabled by decoding the addresses and the counting signals, an enable signal generating unit suitable for generating first and second enable signals which are selectively disabled in accordance with a combination of the counting signals if the refresh signal is enabled. A first mat suitable for including a plurality of memory cells, a first sense amplifier suitable for being located in a first direction of the first mat, and suitable for controlling coupling of a pair of first bit lines which are coupled to the memory cell in response to the first column select signal and the first enable signal, and a pair of first segment lines, and a second sense amplifier suitable for being located in a second direction of the first mat, and suitable for controlling coupling of a pair of second bit lines which are coupled to the memory cell in response to the second column select signal and the second enable signal, and a pair of second segment lines.

According to yet another embodiment, the first sense amplifier includes a first amplification unit suitable for sensing and amplifying a voltage difference between a bit line and an inversion bit line which are coupled to the memory cell, a first coupling unit suitable for coupling the bit line to the segment line in response to the first column select signal and the first enable signal, and a second coupling unit suitable for coupling the inversion bit line to the inversion segment line in response to the first column select signal and the first enable signal.

According to yet another embodiment, the first coupling unit decouples the bit line from the segment line if the first enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation, and the second coupling unit decouples the inversion bit line from the inversion segment line if the first enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation.

According to yet another embodiment, the second sense amplifier includes a second amplification unit suitable for sensing and amplifying a voltage difference between a bit line and an inversion bit line which are coupled to the memory cell, a third coupling unit suitable for coupling the bit line to the segment line in response to the second column select signal and the second enable signal, and a fourth coupling unit suitable for coupling the inversion bit line to the inversion segment line in response to the second column select signal and the second enable signal.

According to yet another embodiment, the third coupling unit decouples the bit line from the segment line if the second enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation, and the fourth coupling unit decouples the inversion bit line from the inversion segment line if the second enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation.

According to yet another embodiment, the memory portion further includes a first switching unit suitable for coupling a pair of the first segment lines to a pair of the first I/O lines in response to the first switching signal, and a second switching unit suitable for coupling a pair of the second segment lines to a pair of the second I/O lines in response to the second switching signal.

According to yet another embodiment, a semiconductor device includes an input and output buffer, a refresh signal generating unit, a first bank, and a second bank. The input and output buffer is suitable for generating an active signal, a pre-charge signal, and addresses in accordance with a combination of a command/address signal. The refresh signal generating unit is suitable for generating a refresh signal which includes pulses that are periodically generated in accordance with a combination of the command/address signal. The first bank is suitable for performing an active operation of a memory cell corresponding to a combination of the addresses in response to the active signal and the pre-charge signal, and suitable for sequentially performing a refresh operation of the memory cell in response to the refresh signal. The second bank is suitable for performing an active operation of a memory cell corresponding to a combination of the addresses in response to the active signal and the pre-charge signal, and suitable for sequentially performing a refresh operation of the memory cell in response to the refresh signal.

According to yet another embodiment, the active operation and the refresh operation are operations in which a word line coupled to the memory cell is selected and a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to the memory cell is sensed and amplified.

According to yet another embodiment, the first bank decouples a first sense amplifier which senses and amplifies a voltage difference between a pair of the bit lines...
of the memory cell that is selected in accordance with a combination of first counting signals which are sequentially counted during the refresh operation, from a first I/O line, and the second bank decouples a second sense amplifier which senses and amplifies a voltage difference between a pair of the bit lines of the memory cell that is selected in accordance with a combination of second counting signals which are sequentially counted during the refresh operation, from a second I/O line.

[0030] According to yet another embodiment, the first bank includes a first switching signal generating unit suitable for generating first and second switching signals and first and second column select signals which are selectively enabled by decoding the addresses or first counting signals. a first enable signal generating unit suitable for generating first and second enable signals which are selectively disabled in accordance with a combination of the first counting signals if the refresh signal is enabled. a first mat suitable for including a plurality of memory cells. a first sense amplifier suitable for being located in a first direction of the first mat, and suitable for controlling coupling of a pair of third bit lines which are coupled to the memory cell, and a pair of first segment lines in response to the first column select signal and the first enable signal, and a second sense amplifier suitable for being located in a second direction of the first mat, and suitable for controlling coupling of a pair of third segment lines in response to the second column select signal and the second enable signal.

[0031] According to yet another embodiment, the first bank further includes a first refresh control unit suitable for generating first counting signals which are counted in response to the active signal and the refresh signal, and suitable for outputting a first internal flag signal which is enabled if a combination of the addresses is the same as a combination of the counting signals.

[0032] According to yet another embodiment, the first refresh control unit includes a first counter suitable for generating first internal counting signals which are sequentially counted in response to the refresh signal, a first signal generating unit suitable for generating the first flag signal which is enabled if a combination of the addresses is the same as a combination of the first counting signals, a first latch control signal, and a first select signal in response to the refresh signal and the active signal, a first latch unit suitable for latching the first internal counting signals in response to the refresh signal, and suitable for outputting the latched first internal counting signals as first latch counting signals, and a first select transmission unit suitable for outputting the first internal counting signals or the first latch counting signals as first counting signals in response to the first select signal.

[0033] According to yet another embodiment, the second bank includes a second switching signal generating unit suitable for generating third and fourth switching signals and third and fourth column select signals which are selectively enabled by decoding the addresses or second counting signals. a second enable signal generating unit suitable for generating third and fourth enable signals which are selectively disabled in accordance with a combination of the second counting signals if the refresh signal is enabled. a second mat suitable for including a plurality of memory cells. a third sense amplifier suitable for being located in a first direction of the second mat, and suitable for controlling coupling of a pair of third bit lines which are coupled to the memory cell, and a pair of third segment lines in response to the third column select signal and the third enable signal, and a fourth sense amplifier suitable for being located in a second direction of the second mat, and suitable for controlling coupling of a pair of fourth bit lines which are coupled to the memory cell, and a pair of fourth segment lines in response to the second column select signal and the second enable signal.

[0034] According to yet another embodiment, the second bank further includes a second refresh control unit suitable for generating second counting signals which are counted in response to the active signal and the refresh signal, and suitable for outputting a second internal flag signal which is enabled if a combination of the addresses is the same as a combination of the counting signals.

[0035] According to yet another embodiment, the first refresh control unit includes a second counter suitable for generating second internal counting signals which are sequentially counted in response to the refresh signal, a second signal generating unit suitable for generating the second flag signal which is enabled if a combination of the addresses is the same as a combination of the second counting signals, a second latch control signal, and a second select signal in response to the refresh signal and the active signal, a second latch unit suitable for latching the second internal counting signals in response to the second latch control signal, and suitable for outputting the latched second internal counting signals as second latch counting signals, and a second select transmission unit suitable for outputting the second internal counting signals or the second latch counting signals as second counting signals in response to the second select signal.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] Various embodiments of the present disclosure will become more apparent in view of the attached drawings and accompanying detailed description, in which:

[0037] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a semiconductor system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0038] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a memory portion included in a second semiconductor device of FIG. 1;

[0039] FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram illustrating a configuration of a first sense amplifier included in the memory portion of FIG. 2;

[0040] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a semiconductor system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0041] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a refresh control unit included in a fourth semiconductor device of FIG. 4;

[0042] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a signal generating unit included in the refresh control unit of FIG. 5;

[0043] FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram illustrating a configuration of a control signal generating unit included in the signal generating unit of FIG. 6;

[0044] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of a semiconductor system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure; and
FIG. 9 illustrates a configuration of an electronic system employing at least one of the semiconductor devices or the semiconductor systems illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 8.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

Various embodiments of the present disclosure will be described hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings. However, the embodiments described herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present disclosure.

As illustrated in FIG. 1, a semiconductor system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may include a first semiconductor device 1 and a second semiconductor device 2. The second semiconductor device 2 may include an input buffer 21, a refresh signal generating unit 22, a refresh control unit 23, and a memory portion 24.

The first semiconductor device 1 may output command/address signals CA<1:N>. The command/address signals CA<1:N> may be transmitted through signal lines. Addresses, commands, and data signals may be transmitted through separate signal lines. Alternatively, the command/address signals CA<1:N> may be sequentially transmitted through a single line. The number of bits in the command/address signals CA<1:N> may vary according to embodiments.

The input buffer 21 may generate an active signal ACT, a pre-charge signal PCG, and addresses RA<1:M> in accordance with a combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>. A combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N> for generating the active signal ACT and the pre-charge signal PCG may vary according to embodiments. In an embodiment, the addresses RA<1:M> may be partial bits in the command/address signals CA<1:N>. In another embodiment, the addresses RA<1:M> may be generated from partial bits in the command/address signals CA<1:N>. The number of bits in the addresses RA<1:M> may vary according to embodiments.

The refresh signal generating unit 22 may generate a refresh signal REF including pulses which are periodically generated in accordance with a combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>. The pulse generation period of the refresh signal REF may vary according to embodiments. The refresh signal REF may be a signal that has a constant level while a refresh operation is performed. The refresh signal generating unit 22 may generate the refresh signal REF which includes pulses periodically generated after the semiconductor system enters a power-up period. Here, in the power-up period, a power supply voltage is applied to the semiconductor system, and the power supply voltage increases up to a predetermined voltage level.

The control refresh unit 23 may generate counting signals CNT<1:M> in response to the refresh signal REF. In an embodiment, the refresh control unit 23 may generate the counting signals CNT<1:M> by counting a number of pulses in a clock signal. For instance, the refresh signal REF may be the clock signal. The number of the counting signals CNT<1:M> may vary according to embodiments.

The memory portion 24 may perform an active operation on a memory cell that is selected in accordance with a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> in response to the active signal ACT and the pre-charge signal PCG and may perform a refresh operation on a memory cell that is selected in accordance with the combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. In addition, during the refresh operation, the memory portion 24 may disconnect a pair of bit lines coupled to a memory cell that is selected in accordance with the combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M> from I/O lines. In the active operation, a word line coupled to a memory cell is selected, and a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to the memory cell is sensed and amplified or stored in the memory cell, and thereby data is read or written. In addition, in the refresh operation, a word line coupled to a memory cell is selected, a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to the memory cell is sensed and amplified, and the amplified data is rewritten to the memory cell within a retention time.

That is, the second semiconductor device 2 may extract the active signal ACT, the pre-charge signal PCG, and the addresses RA<1:M> from the command/address signals CA<1:N>, may perform the active operation on a memory cell that is selected by the addresses RA<1:M> from a generation time of the active signal ACT to a generation time of the pre-charge signal PCG, and may perform the refresh operation on the memory cell that is selected by the counting signals CNT<1:M> that is generated in response to the refresh signal REF.

Referring to FIG. 2, the memory portion 24 may include a switching signal generating unit 240, an enable signal generating unit 241, a first sense amplifier 243, a first switching unit 244, a second sense amplifier 245, a second switching unit 246, a second mat 247, a J<sub>sp</sub> sense amplifier 248, and a J<sub>sp</sub> switching unit 249.

The switching signal generating unit 240 may generate switching signals SW<1:3> and column select signals Y<sub>1</sub>:<sub>1</sub>:<sub>3</sub> which are selectively enabled by decoding the addresses RA<1:M> or the counting signals CNT<1:M>.

The enable signal generating unit 241 may generate an enable signals REN<1:2>, which is selectively disabled in accordance with a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>, in response to the refresh signal REF.

The first mat 242 may include a plurality of memory cells.

The first sense amplifier 243 may control coupling of a pair of bit lines coupled to a memory cell and a pair of segment lines in response to a first column select signal Y<sub>1</sub>:<sub>1</sub>:<sub>3</sub> and a first enable signal REN<1:<sub>1</sub>:<sub>3</sub>. In addition, the first sense amplifier 243 may sense and amplify a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to a memory cell of the first mat 242. The first sense amplifier 243 may sense a voltage difference between one of the pairs of bit lines coupled to the memory cells of the first mat 242 and one of the pairs of bit lines coupled to the memory cells of another mat and amplify the sensed voltage difference.

The first switching unit 244 may include an NMOS transistor N21 that couples a pair of segment lines included in the first sense amplifier 243 to a pair of first I/O lines I/OI1 and I/OB1 in response to a first switching signal SW<1:1>.

The second sense amplifier 245 may control coupling of a pair of bit lines coupled to a memory cell and a pair of segment lines in response to a second column select signal Y<sub>1</sub>:<sub>2</sub> and a second enable signal REN<2:<sub>2</sub>:<sub>3</sub>. In addition, the second sense amplifier 245 may sense and amplify a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to a memory cell of the first mat 242 of the second mat 247. The second sense amplifier 245 may sense a
voltage difference between one of the pairs of bit lines coupled to the memory cells of the first mat 242 and one of the pairs of bit lines coupled to the memory cells of second mat 247 and amplify the sensed voltage difference.

[0061] The second switching unit 246 may include an NMOS transistor N22 that couples a pair of segment lines included in the second sense amplifier 245 to a pair of second I/O lines LIO2 and LIOB2 in response to a second switching signal SW<2>.

[0062] The second mat 247 may include a plurality of memory cells.

[0063] The Jth sense amplifier 248 may control coupling of a pair of bit lines coupled to a memory cell and a pair of segment lines in response to a Jth column select signal Y1<J> and a Jth enable signal REN<J>. In addition, the Jth sense amplifier 248 may sense and amplify a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to a memory cell of the Jth mat (not illustrated) of the second mat 247. The Jth sense amplifier 248 may sense a voltage difference between one of the pairs of bit lines coupled to the memory cells of the Jth mat (not illustrated) and one of the pairs of bit lines coupled to the memory cells of another mat and amplify the sensed voltage difference.

[0064] The Jth switching unit 249 may include an NMOS transistor N23 that couples a pair of segment lines included in the Jth sense amplifier 248 to a pair of the second I/O lines LIO2 and LIOB2 in response to the Jth switching signal SW<J>.

[0065] Although not illustrated in FIG. 2 the memory portion 24 may include a third to (J−1)th mat, a third to (J−1)th sense amplifier, and a third to (J−1)th switching unit, and a number of mats and sense amplifiers in the memory portion 24 may vary according to embodiments. In addition, the memory portion 24 may be split into multiple banks each having the configuration illustrated in FIG. 2.

[0066] Referring to FIG. 3, the first sense amplifier 243 may include an amplification unit 2431, a first coupling unit 2432, and a second coupling unit 2433.

[0067] The amplification unit 2431 may receive an RTO voltage and an SB voltage, and may sense and amplify a voltage difference between a bit line BL and an inversion bit line BLB. Here, the RTO voltage may be set to a power supply voltage, which is input from an external device, or an internal voltage, which is generated by an internal unit of a semiconductor device, according to embodiments. In addition, the SB voltage may be set to a ground voltage according to embodiments.

[0068] The first coupling unit 2432 may include a first switch N24 which is coupled between a segment line SIO and a node nd210 and is turned on in response to a first column select signal Y1<1> and a second switch N25 which is coupled between the node nd210 and the bit line BL and is turned on in response to a first enable signal REN<1>. The first switch N24 and the second switch N25 may include NMOS transistors.

[0069] That is, if the first column select signal Y1<1> and the first enable signal REN<1> have a logic high level, the first coupling unit 2432 may couple the bit line BL to the segment line SIO.

[0070] The second coupling unit 2433 may include a third switch N26 which is coupled between an inversion segment line SIOB and a node nd220 and is turned on in response to the first column select signal Y1<1>, and a fourth switch N27 which is coupled between the node nd220 and an inversion bit line BLB and is turned on in response to the first enable signal REN<1>. The third switch N26 and the fourth switch N27 may include NMOS transistors.

[0071] That is, if the first column select signal Y1<1> and the first enable signal REN<1> are input as a logic high level, the second coupling unit 2433 may couple the inversion bit line BLB to the inversion segment line SIOB.

[0072] The second to Jth sense amplifiers 245 and 248 have the same configurations as the first sense amplifier 243 except for an input signal, and perform the same operation as the first sense amplifier 243. Thus, detailed description thereof will be omitted.

[0073] An operation that may be performed on the memory system having the aforementioned configuration will be described as follows, and an example in which, while a selected memory cell of the first mat performs a refresh operation, a memory cell of the second mat which is selected by a command/address signal performs an active operation will be described as follows.

[0074] The first semiconductor device 1 may output the command/address signals CA<1:N>.

[0075] The input buffer 21 may generate the active signal ACT in accordance with a combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>, and may generate the addresses RA<1:M> for selecting a memory cell of the second sense amplifier 245 from the command/address signals CA<1:N>.

[0076] The refresh signal generating unit 22 may generate the refresh signal REF which includes pulses that are periodically generated in order to enter a refresh operation in accordance with a combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>.

[0077] The refresh control unit 23 may generate the counting signals CNT<1:M> in response to the refresh signal REF. In an embodiment, the refresh control unit 23 may generate the counting signals CNT<1:M> by counting a number of pulses in a clock signal. For instance, the refresh signal REF may be the clock signal.

[0078] The switching signal generating unit 240 of the memory portion 24 may generate the first switching signal SW<1> and the first column select signal Y1<1> which are enabled by the counting signals CNT<1:M>. In addition, the switching signal generating unit 240 may generate the third switching signal SW<3> and the third column select signal Y1<3> using the addresses RA<1:M>.

[0079] The enable signal generating unit 241 may generate a disabled first enable signal REN<1> by the counting signals CNT<1:M> in response to the refresh signal REF. Here, the second to Jth enable signals REN<2:J> are all enabled.

[0080] The amplification unit 2431 of the first sense amplifier 243 may receive the RTO voltage and the SB voltage, and may sense and amplify a voltage difference between the bit line BL and the inversion bit line BLB.

[0081] The first coupling unit 2432 of the first sense amplifier 243 may decouple the bit line BL from the segment line SIO in response to a disabled first enable signal REN<1>.

[0082] The second coupling unit 2433 of the first sense amplifier 243 may decouple the inversion bit line BLB from the inversion segment line SIOB in response to the disabled first enable signal REN<1>.

[0083] That is, the first sense amplifier 243 may sense the voltage difference between a pair of the bit lines BL and
BLB, and may decouple a pair of the bit lines BL and BLB from a pair of segment lines SIO and SIOB and amplify the sensed voltage difference.

[0084] The first switching unit 244 may couple a pair of the segment lines SIO and SIOB included in the first sense amplifier 243 to a pair of the I/O lines LIOI and LIOB1 in response to an enabled first switching signal SW<1>.

[0085] An amplification unit (not illustrated) of a third sense amplifier (not illustrated) may receive the RTO voltage and the SD voltage, and may sense and amplify a voltage difference between the bit line BL and the inversion bit line BLB.

[0086] A fifth coupling unit (not illustrated) of a third sense amplifier (not illustrated) may couple the bit line BL to the segment line SIO in response to an enabled third sense enable signal REN<3>.

[0087] A sixth coupling unit (not illustrated) of the third sense amplifier (not illustrated) may couple the inversion bit line BLB to the inversion segment line SIOB in response to the enabled third sense enable signal REN<3>.

[0088] That is, the third sense amplifier (not illustrated) may sense and amplify the voltage difference between a pair of the bit lines BL and BLB, and may couple a pair of the bit lines BL and BLB to a pair of the segment lines SIO and SIOB.

[0089] A third switching unit (not illustrated) may couple a pair of the segment lines SIO and SIOB included in the third sense amplifier (not illustrated) to a pair of the I/O lines LIOI and LIOB1 in response to an enabled third switching signal SW<3>.

[0090] The semiconductor system having the aforementioned configuration may prevent an active operation error from occurring during the refresh operation by decoupling a bit line coupled to a memory cell performing a refresh operation from an I/O line through which an active operation is performed.

[0091] As illustrated in FIG. 4, a semiconductor system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may include a third semiconductor device 3 and a fourth semiconductor device 4. The fourth semiconductor device 4 may include an input buffer 41, a refresh signal generating unit 42, a refresh control unit 43, and a memory portion 44.

[0092] The third semiconductor device 3 may output command/address signals CA<1:N>, receive a flag signal FLAG, and delay a point in time when the command/address signals CA<1:N> is outputted. In addition, the command/address signals CA<1:N> may be continuously transmitted through a line. The number of bits in the command/address signals CA<1:N> may vary according to embodiments.

[0093] The input buffer 41 may generate an active signal ACT, a pre-charge signal PCG, and addresses RA<1:M> in accordance with the command/address signals CA<1:N>. A combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N> for generating the active signal ACT and the pre-charge signal PCG may be set in various ways according to embodiments. In an embodiment, the addresses RA<1:M> may be partial bits in the command/address signals CA<1:N>. In another embodiment, the addresses RA<1:M> may be generated from partial bits in the command/address signals CA<1:N>. The number of bits in the addresses RA<1:M> may vary according to embodiments.

[0094] The refresh signal generating unit 42 may generate a refresh signal REF including pulses which are periodically generated in accordance with a combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>. The pulse generation period of the refresh signal REF may vary according to embodiments. The refresh signal REF may be a signal having a constant level while the refresh operation is performed. The refresh signal generating unit 42 may generate the refresh signal REF including pulses that are periodically generated after a power-up period in which the semiconductor system prepares to start operations thereof. Here, in the power-up period, the level of a power supply voltage, which is input to the semiconductor system from an external device, reaches a predetermined level.

[0095] The refresh control unit 43 may generate the counting signals CNT<1:M> in response to the refresh signal REF, and generate the flag signal FLAG which is enabled if a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. Here, the refresh control unit 43 may generate counting signals CNT<1:M> by counting a number of pulses in a clock signal. For instance, the refresh signal REF may be the clock signal. The number of bits of the counting signals CNT<1:M> may vary according to embodiments.

[0096] The memory portion 44 may perform an active operation on a memory cell selected in accordance with a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> in response to the active signal ACT and the pre-charge signal PCG, and may perform a refresh operation on a memory cell selected in accordance with the combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. In addition, the refresh operation may be generated from the refresh signal REF. The memory portion 44 may couple a pair of bit lines to a memory cell that is selected in accordance with the combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. In the active operation, a word line coupled to a memory cell is selected, and a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to the memory cell is sensed and amplified or stored in the memory cell, and thereby data is read or written. In addition, in the refresh operation, a word line coupled to a memory cell is selected, and a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines to the memory cell is sensed and amplified within a retention time, and the amplified data is rewritten to the memory cell within a retention time.

[0097] That is, the second semiconductor device 4 may extract the active signal ACT, the pre-charge signal PCG, and the addresses RA<1:M> from the command/address signals CA<1:N> and the generation time of the pre-charge signal PCG, and may perform the refresh operation on a memory cell that is selected by the addresses RA<1:M> from the generation time of the active signal ACT to a generation time of the pre-charge signal PCG, and may perform the refresh operation on a memory cell that is selected by the counting signals CNT<1:M>, which is generated in response to the refresh signal REF. In addition, if the memory cells that are in the active operation and the refresh operation are included in the same map, the fourth semiconductor device 4 may generate the enabled flag signal FLAG.

[0098] Referring to FIG. 5, the refresh control unit 43 may include a counter 430, a signal generating unit 440, a latch unit 450, and a select transmission unit 460.

[0099] The counter 430 may generate internal counting signals IC<1:M> in response to the refresh signal REF. In an embodiment, the counter 430 may generate the internal counting signals IC<1:M> by counting a number of pulses in a clock signal. For instance, the refresh signal REF may be the clock signal.
[0100] The signal generating unit 440 may generate the enabled flag signal FLAG, a latch control signal LC, and a select signal SEL in response to the refresh signal REF and the active signal ACT. The flag signal FLAG may be enabled if a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>.

[0101] The latch unit 450 may temporarily store the internal counting signals IC<1:M> in response to the latch control signal LC, and output the stored internal counting signals IC<1:M> as latch counting signals LC<1:M>.

[0102] The select transmission unit 460 may output the internal counting signals IC<1:M> or the latch counting signals LC<1:M> as the counting signals CNT<1:M> in response to the select signal SEL.

[0103] That is, the refresh control unit 43 may generate the counting signals CNT<1:M> in response to the refresh signal REF, and generate the flag signal FLAG which is enabled if a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>.

[0104] Referring to FIG. 6, the signal generating unit 440 may include a control signal generating unit 441, a first comparison unit 442, and a second comparison unit 443.

[0105] The control signal generating unit 441 may generate a first control signal CON1 which is enabled if a point in time when the refresh signal REF is generated is earlier than a point in time when the active signal ACT is generated, and generate a second control signal CON2 which is enabled if the point in time when the refresh signal ACT is generated is earlier than the point in time when the active signal REF is generated.

[0106] The first comparison unit 442 may compare the addresses RA<1:M> to the counting signals CNT<1:M> in response to the first control signal CON1, and generate the flag signal FLAG.

[0107] The second comparison unit 443 may generate the latch control signal LC by comparing the addresses RA<1:M> to the internal counting signals IC<1:M> in response to the second control signal CON2, and generate the select signal SEL by comparing the addresses RA<1:M> to the latch counting signals LC<1:M>.

[0108] That is, the signal generating unit 440 may generate the flag signal FLAG, if a point in time when the refresh signal REF is generated is earlier than a point in time when the active signal ACT is generated and a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. In addition, the signal generating unit 440 may enable the latch control signal LC if the point in time when the active signal ACT is generated is earlier than the point in time when the refresh signal REF is generated and a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as a combination of the internal counting signals IC<1:M>, and generate the select signal SEL which is enabled if a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as a combination of the latch counting signals LC<1:M>.

[0109] Referring to FIG. 7, the control signal generating unit 441 may include the first control signal generating unit 444 and a second control signal generating unit 445.

[0110] The first control signal generating unit 444 may include a first pulse signal generating unit 4441 and a first transmission unit 4442.

[0111] The first pulse signal generating unit 4441 may include a first delay unit 44411, a NAND gate ND441, and an inverter IV441, and generate a first pulse signal PUL1 having a logic low level and a first inversion pulse signal PULB1 having a logic high level if the refresh signal REF is input as a signal having a logic high level. Here, the first inversion pulse signal PULB1 may be an inverted signal of the first pulse signal PUL1.

[0112] The first transmission unit 4442 may include inverters IV442, IV43, IV44, and IV45, a transmission gate T41, and a PMOS transistor P41. The first transmission unit 4442 may generate a disabled first control signal CON1, which has a logic low level, if the first inversion pulse signal PULB1 has a logic low level, and generate an enabled first control signal CON1, which has a logic high level, by inverting the active signal ACT if the first pulse signal PUL1 has a logic low level.

[0113] The second control signal generating unit 445 may include a second pulse signal generating unit 4451 and a second transmission unit 4452.

[0114] The second pulse signal generating unit 4451 may include a second delay unit 44511, a NAND gate ND445, and an inverter IV46, and generate a second pulse signal PUL2 having a logic low level and a second inversion pulse signal PULB2 having a logic high level if the active signal ACT is input as a signal having a logic high level. Here, the second inversion pulse signal PULB2 may be an inverted signal of the second pulse signal PUL2.

[0115] The second transmission unit 4452 may include inverters IV47, IV48, IV49, and IV50, a transmission gate T42, and a PMOS transistor P42, generate a disabled second control signal CON2, which has a logic low level, if the second inversion pulse signal PULB2 has a logic low level, and generate an enabled second control signal CON2, which has a logic high level, by inverting the refresh signal REF if the second pulse signal PUL2 has a logic low level.

[0116] The memory portion 44 according to the embodiment of the present disclosure illustrated in FIG. 4 may have the same configuration as the memory portion 24, and performs the same operation as the memory portion 24. Thus, detailed description thereof will be omitted.

[0117] An operation that may be performed on the memory system having the aforementioned configuration will be described as follows, and an example in which a memory cell that is selected in the refresh operation and a memory cell that is selected in the active operation are located in the same mat and the refresh operation is performed earlier than the active operation will be described as follows.

[0118] The third semiconductor device 3 may output the command/address signals CA<1:N>.

[0119] The input buffer 41 may generate the active signal ACT in accordance with a combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>, and generate the addresses RA<1:M> from the command/address signals CA<1:N>. The combination of the addresses RA<1:M> may be generated as a combination for selecting the memory cell in the same mat as a mat that has the memory cell selected in the refresh operation.
The refresh signal generating unit 42 may generate the refresh signal REF, which includes pulses that are periodically generated in order to enter a refresh operation.

The counter 430 of the refresh control unit 23 may generate the internal counting signals IC<1:M> by counting the number of pulses in the refresh signal REF.

The select transmission unit 460 may transmit the internal counting signals IC<1:M> as the counting signals CNT<1:M>.

Since a point in time when the refresh signal REF is generated is earlier than a point in time when the active signal ACT is generated, the control signal generating unit 441 of the signal generating unit 440 may generate the enabled first control signal CON1, which has a logic high level.

Since the combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as the combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>, the first comparison unit 442 may enable the flag signal FLAG.

The second comparison unit 443 may not generate the select signal SEL and the latch control signal LC in response to a disabled second control signal CON2.

The memory portion 44 may perform the refresh operation on the memory cell selected in accordance with the combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>.

The third semiconductor device 3 may receive the flag signal FLAG, and delay an output timing of the command/address signals CA<1:N>.

The input buffer 41 may generate the active signal ACT in accordance with the combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>, and generate the addresses RA<1:M> from the command/address signals CA<1:N>.

The memory portion 44 may perform the active operation on the memory cell selected in accordance with the combination of the addresses RA<1:M> in response to the active signal ACT. The activated memory cell is a memory cell that has terminated the refresh operation thereof.

The semiconductor system having the aforementioned configuration may prevent an active operation error from occurring during the refresh operation by delaying the refresh operation if the timing that the active operation is performed is earlier than the timing that the refresh operation is performed, or by delaying the active operation if the timing that the refresh operation is performed is earlier than the timing that the active operation is performed, in a case in which a memory cell that is selected in the refresh operation and a memory cell that is selected in the active operation are located together in a mat of the same bank.

As illustrated in FIG. 8, a semiconductor system according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may include a fifth semiconductor device 5 and a sixth semiconductor device 6. The sixth semiconductor device 6 may include an input buffer 61, a refresh signal generating unit 62, a memory portion 63, and an output buffer 64.

The fifth semiconductor device 5 may output the command/address signals CA<1:N>, receive the flag signal FLAG, and delay an output time point of the command/address signals CA<1:N>. In addition, the command/address signals CA<1<N> may be continuously transmitted through a signal line. The number of bits of the command/address signals CA<1:N> may vary according to embodiments.

The input buffer 61 may generate an active signal ACT, a pre-charge signal PCG, and addresses RA<1:M> in accordance with a combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>. A combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N> for generating the active signal ACT and the pre-charge signal PCG may be set in various ways according to embodiments. The addresses RA<1:M> may be partial bits in the command/address signals CA<1:N>. In another embodiment, the addresses RA<1:M> may be generated from partial bits in the command/address signals CA<1:N>. The number of bits of the addresses RA<1:M> may vary according to embodiments.

The refresh signal generating unit 62 may generate a refresh signal REF including pulses periodically generated in accordance with a combination of the command/address signals CA<1:N>. The pulse generation period of the refresh signal REF may vary according to embodiments. The refresh signal REF may be a signal having a constant level while the refresh operation is performed. The refresh signal generating unit 62 may generate the refresh signal REF, which includes pulses periodically generated after a power-up period. Here, the power-up period may be a period in which the level of a power supply voltage that is input to the semiconductor system from an external device reaches a predetermined level.

The memory portion 63 may include a first bank 631 and a second bank 633. The first bank 631 may include a first refresh control circuit 632, and the second bank 633 may include a second refresh control circuit 634.

In response to the active signal ACT and the pre-charge signal PCG, the first bank 631 may perform an active operation on a memory cell that is selected in accordance with a combination of the addresses RA<1:M>. In response to the refresh signal REF, the first bank 631 may perform a refresh operation on a memory cell that is selected in accordance with a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. In addition, during the refresh operation, the first bank 631 may decouple, from an I/O line, a pair of bit lines coupled to the memory cell that is selected in accordance with a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>.

In an embodiment, a first refresh control unit 632 of the first bank 631 may generate the counting signals CNT<1:M> by counting the number of pulses in the refresh signal REF, and may generate a first internal flag signal IF<1> which is enabled if a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. The first refresh control unit 632 may include the same circuit as the refresh control unit 43 illustrated in FIG. 5 except for an input and output signal and may perform the same operation as the refresh control unit 43. Thus, detailed description thereof will be omitted.

In response to the active signal ACT and the pre-charge signal PCG, the second bank 633 may perform an active operation on a memory cell that is selected in accordance with a combination of the addresses RA<1:M>. In response to the refresh signal REF, the second bank 633 may perform a refresh operation on a memory cell that is selected in accordance with a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. In addition, during the refresh operation, the second bank 633 may decouple, from an I/O line, a pair of bit lines coupled to the memory cell selected in accordance with a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>.

In an embodiment, a second refresh control unit 634 of the second bank 633 may generate the counting signals CNT<1:M> by counting the number of pulses in the
refresh signal REF, and may generate a second internal flag signal IF<2> which is enabled if a combination of the addresses RA<1:M> is the same as a combination of the counting signals CNT<1:M>. The second refresh control unit 634 may include the same circuit as the refresh control unit 43 illustrated in FIG. 5 except for an input and output signal, and performs the same operation as the refresh control unit 43. Thus, detailed description thereof will be omitted.

The output buffer 64 may output the flag signal FLAG which is enabled if one of the first internal flag signal IF<1> and the second internal flag signal IF<2> is enabled.

The semiconductor system having the aforementioned configuration may prevent an active operation error from occurring during the refresh operation by delaying the refresh operation if the active operation is first performed, or by delaying the active operation if the refresh operation is first performed, in a case in which a memory cell that is selected in the refresh operation and a memory cell that is selected in the active operation are located together in a mat of the same bank.

The semiconductor device and the semiconductor system which are described with reference to FIG. 1 to FIG. 8 may be applied to any electronic system that includes a memory system, a graphic system, a computing system, a mobile system, and the like. For example, referring to FIG. 9, an electronic system 1000 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure may include a data storage unit 1001, a memory controller 1002, a buffer memory 1003, and an input/output (I/O) interface 1004.

The data storage unit 1001 may store data that is input from the memory controller 1002 in accordance with a control signal from the memory controller 1002, and output the stored data to the memory controller 1002. The data storage unit 1001 may include the second semiconductor device 2 illustrated in FIG. 1, the fourth semiconductor device 4 illustrated in FIG. 4, and the sixth semiconductor device 6 illustrated in FIG. 8. The data storage unit 1001 may include a non-volatile memory, which retain data even in the absence of power supplies. The non-volatile memory may include one or more of a flash memory (e.g., NOR flash memory and NAND flash memory), a phase change random access memory (PRAM), a resistive random access memory (RRAM), a spin transfer torque random access memory (STTRAM), or a magnetic random access memory (MRAM).

The memory controller 1002 may decode a command which is applied from an external device HOST through the I/O interface 1004, and control an input to and an output from the data storage unit 1001 and the buffer memory 1003 in accordance with the result of the decoding operation. The memory controller 1002 may include the first semiconductor device 1 illustrated in FIG. 1, the fourth semiconductor device 4 illustrated in FIG. 4, and the sixth semiconductor device 6 illustrated in FIG. 8. The memory controller 1002 is illustrated by one block in FIG. 9, but the memory controller 1002 may be a controller for controlling a non-volatile memory and a controller for controlling the buffer memory 1003 (e.g., a volatile memory).

The buffer memory 1003 may temporarily store data processed by the memory controller 1002 such as data input to and output from the data storage unit 1001. The buffer memory 1003 may store data that is input by the memory controller 1002 in accordance with a control signal. The buffer memory 1003 may output the stored data to the memory controller 1002. The buffer memory 1003 may include a volatile memory such as a dynamic random access memory (DRAM), a mobile DRAM, or a static random access memory (SRAM).

The I/O interface 1004 may couple the memory controller 1002 to the external device HOST, and thereby the memory controller 1002 may receive a control signal for inputting and outputting data to and from the external device HOST, and exchange the data with the external device. The I/O interface 1004 may include one of various interface protocols, such as USB, MMC, PCI-E, SAS, SATA, PATA, SCSI, ESDI, and IDE.

The electronic system 1000 may be used as an auxiliary storage device of a host, or an external storage device. The electronic system 1000 may include a solid state disk (SSD), a universal serial bus (USB) memory, a secure digital (SD) card, a mini secure digital (mSD) card, a micro secure digital (SD) card, a secure digital high capacity (SDHC) card, a memory stick card, a smart media (SM) card, a multi-media card (MMC), an embedded MMC (eMMC), a compact flash (CF) card, or the like.

The semiconductor system having aforementioned configuration may prevent an active operation during a refresh operation by performing the refresh operation using an internally-generated refresh signal, and by performing the active operation in accordance with a command/address signal.

In addition, the semiconductor may prevent an active operation error from occurring during the refresh operation by decoupling a bit line coupled to a memory cell performing a refresh operation from an I/O line to decouple the bit line through which the refresh operation is performed from the I/O line through which an active operation is performed.

In addition, the semiconductor system may prevent an active operation error from occurring during the refresh operation by delaying the refresh operation if the timing that the active operation is performed is earlier than the timing that the refresh operation is performed, or by delaying the active operation if the timing that the refresh operation is performed is earlier than the timing that the active operation is performed, in a case in which a memory cell that is selected in the refresh operation and a memory cell that is selected in the active operation are located together in a mat of the same bank.

What is claimed is:

1. A semiconductor system comprising:
   a first semiconductor device suitable for outputting a command/address signal; and
   a second semiconductor device suitable for extracting an active signal, a pre-charge signal, and addresses from the command/address signal, performing an active operation on a memory cell corresponding to the addresses, and performing a refresh operation on the memory cell corresponding to counting signals generated by counting a number of pulses in a refresh signal.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the refresh signal includes pulses periodically generated in accordance with a combination of the command/address signal.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the active operation and the refresh operation are operations in which a word line
coupled to the memory cell is selected and a voltage difference between a pair of bit lines coupled to the memory cell is sensed and amplified.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the second semiconductor device includes:
   an input buffer suitable for generating the active signal, the pre-charge signal, and the addresses in accordance with a combination of the command/address signal;
   a refresh signal generating unit suitable for generating the refresh signal in accordance with a combination of the command/address signal;
   a refresh control unit suitable for generating the counting signals in response to the refresh signal; and
   a memory portion suitable for performing, in response to the active signal and the pre-charge signal, the active operation on the memory cell selected in accordance with a combination of the addresses, and performing the refresh operation on the memory cell selected in accordance with a combination of the counting signals.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein, during the refresh operation, the memory portion decouples, from an I/O line, a pair of bit lines of the memory cell selected in accordance with a combination of the counting signals.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the memory portion includes:
   a switching signal generating unit suitable for generating first and second switching signals and first and second column select signals which are selectively enabled by decoding the addresses and the counting signals;
   an enable signal generating unit suitable for generating first and second enable signals which are selectively enabled in accordance with a combination of the counting signals if the refresh signal is enabled;
   a mat suitable for including a plurality of memory cells;
   a first sense amplifier suitable for controlling coupling of a pair of first bit lines which are coupled to the memory cell in response to the first column select signal and the first enable signal, and a pair of first segment lines; and
   a second sense amplifier suitable for controlling coupling of a pair of second bit lines which are coupled to the memory cell in response to the second column select signal and the second enable signal, and a pair of second segment lines.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the first sense amplifier includes:
   a first amplification unit suitable for sensing and amplifying a voltage difference between a bit line and an inversion bit line coupled to the memory cell;
   a first coupling unit suitable for coupling the bit line to the segment line in response to the first column select signal and the first enable signal; and
   a second coupling unit suitable for coupling the inversion bit line to the inversion segment line in response to the first column select signal and the first enable signal.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein:
   the first coupling unit decouples the bit line from the segment line if the first enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation; and
   the second coupling unit decouples the inversion bit line from the inversion segment line if the first enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation.

9. The system of claim 6, wherein the second sense amplifier includes:
   a second amplification unit suitable for sensing and amplifying a voltage difference between a bit line and an inversion bit line coupled to the memory cell;
   a third coupling unit suitable for coupling the bit line to the segment line in response to the second column select signal and the second enable signal; and
   a fourth coupling unit suitable for coupling the inversion bit line to the inversion segment line in response to the second column select signal and the second enable signal.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein:
    the third coupling unit decouples the bit line from the segment line if the second enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation; and
    the fourth coupling unit decouples the inversion bit line from the inversion segment line if the second enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation.

11. The system of claim 6, wherein the memory portion further includes:
    a first switching unit suitable for coupling a pair of the first segment lines to a pair of a first I/O lines in response to the first switching signal; and
    a second switching unit suitable for coupling a pair of the second segment lines to a pair of a second I/O lines in response to the second switching signal.

12. An input/output line drive circuit comprising:
    an amplification unit suitable for sensing and amplifying a voltage difference between a bit line and an inversion bit line coupled to a memory cell;
    a first coupling unit suitable for coupling the bit line to a segment line in response to a column select signal and an enable signal; and
    a second coupling unit suitable for coupling the inversion bit line to an inversion segment line in response to the column select signal and the enable signal.

13. The circuit of claim 12, wherein:
    the first coupling unit decouples the bit line from the segment line if the enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation; and
    the second coupling unit decouples the inversion bit line from the inversion segment line if the enable signal is disabled during the refresh operation.

14. The circuit of claim 12, wherein the first coupling unit includes:
    a first switch coupled between the segment line and a first node and suitable for being turned on in response to the column select signal; and
    a second switch coupled between the first node and the bit line and suitable for being turned on in response to the enable signal.

15. The circuit of claim 12, wherein the second coupling unit includes:
    a third switch coupled between the inversion segment line and a second node and suitable for being turned on in response to the column select signal; and
    a fourth switch coupled between the second node and the inversion bit line and suitable for being turned on in response to the enable signal.

16. The circuit of claim 12, further comprising:
    a switching signal generating unit suitable for generating a switching signal and the column select signal by decoding addresses input from an external device or counting signals generated by counting a number of pulses in a clock signal; and
an enable signal generating unit suitable for generating the enable signal by decoding the counting signals.

17. The circuit of claim 16, further comprising:
a switching unit suitable for coupling the segment line and the inversion segment line to a pair of I/O lines in response to the switching signal.